Applicants seeking admission for a Ph.D./Integrated Ph.D. Programme in Physics or Theoretical Computer Science or Neuroscience in one of the participating Institutes may appear for the Joint Entrance Screening Test (JEST).

The participating Institutes are:

ARIES Nainital, HBNI Mumbai, HRI Allahabad, ICTS Bangalore, IGCAR Kalpakkam, IIA Bangalore, IISc Bangalore, IISERs at Bhopal, Kolkata, Mohali, Pune and Thiruvananthapuram, IMSc Chennai, IOP Bhubaneswar, IPR Gandhinagar, IUCAA Pune, JNCASR Bangalore, NBRC Gurgaon, NCRA-TIFR Pune, NISER Bhubaneswar, PRL Ahmedabad, RRCAT Indore, RRI Bangalore, SINP Kolkata, SNBNCBS Kolkata, TIFR Mumbai, TIFR-TCIS Hyderabad, UGC-DAE-CSR Indore and VECC Kolkata.

Candidates for Physics/Theoretical Computer Science/Neuroscience can apply ON-LINE through the web page mentioned below. An application fee is payable.

The exam will be conducted simultaneously at various centres across India.